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We have been a full service outfitting and guiding company since 1992. Our outfitting and 

guiding origins began after returned home to Hawaii with a degree in wildlife biology from 

Colorado State University in 1991. 

Seventeen years of providing quality hunts and multiple requests by our valued customers for 

unique, trophy hunting opportunities has driven our outfitting and guiding operations to what 

they are today. Through many years of experience and a discriminating eye, we confidently 

offer for top notch hunting. Hunting is our passion and providing a quality hunting experience 

for each individual hunter is our mission.  

 

Free range, quality trophy hunting on large, private ranches is our specialty. All of our hunting 

areas provide excellent game habitat in prime hunting locations that span over 150,000 acres in 

Oregon, Colorado and Hawaii. Ten big game species and seven game bird species are available 

to pursue throughout our vast hunting areas.  

Our Oregon hunting properties host excellent populations of Roosevelt elk, Columbia whitetail 

and blacktail deer. Southwest Colorado is home to our excellent Rocky Mountain elk and mule 

deer hunting. Year round big game hunting in Hawaii as well as seven game bird species is 

available on our large Hawaii ranches.   



We hope to share our excellent, diverse hunting opportunities with you in the near future and 

until then good and safe hunting! 

 NOW HUNTING IN OREGON FOR COLUMBIAN WHITETAIL DEER 

 

Outfitter for Roosevelt elk, Columbia whitetail deer and blacktail deer hunts are conducted as an all 
inclusive hunt with meals, lodging  game care and local trophy / meat drop off. Columbia whitetail and 
black tail deer hunts include four days of hunting while Roosevelt elk hunts include five days. As 
expected, most game activity is in the morning and evening. On Blacktail deer hunts it is common to see 
40 - 60 deer per day, Columbia whitetail hunts it is common to see 20 -30 deer per day and the 
Roosevelt elk herds vary on a daily basis with an average being to see a herd of 20 animals per day.  

Our Oregon properties encompass 6,400 acres in Douglas county. The game rich ranches boast 

excellent populations of Roosevelt elk, Columbia whitetail and blacktail deer and are located in 

the towns of Roseburg and Sutherlin.  In practicing quality trophy game management, we limit 

our bookings and harvest to four Columbia whitetail bucks, eight blacktail bucks and one 

Roosevelt elk on our ranches annually. In 2008 we maintained a 100% harvest success rate on 

our hunts. Columbia whitetail tags require a draw application and are guaranteed with our Land 

owner preference while blacktail deer and Roosevelt elk tags are a guaranteed over the counter 

draw. 

Oregon 

Our Oregon properties encompass 6,400 acres in Douglas County. The game rich ranches boast 

excellent populations of Roosevelt elk, Columbia whitetail and blacktail deer and are located in 

the towns of Roseburg and Sutherlin.  In practicing quality trophy game management, we limit 

our bookings and harvest to four Columbia whitetail bucks, eight blacktail bucks and one 

Roosevelt elk on our ranches annually. In 2008 we maintained a 100% harvest success rate on 

our hunts. Columbia whitetail tags require a draw application and are guaranteed with our Land 

owner preference while blacktail deer and Roosevelt elk tags are a guaranteed over the counter 

draw. 

 

Roosevelt elk, Columbia whitetail deer and blacktail deer hunts are conducted as an all inclusive 

hunt with meals, lodging  game care and local trophy / meat drop off. Columbia whitetail and 

black tail deer hunts include four days of hunting while Roosevelt elk hunts include five days. As 

expected, most game activity is in the morning and evening. On Blacktail deer hunts it is 

common to see 40 - 60 deer per day, Columbia whitetail hunts it is common to see 20 -30 deer 

per day and the Roosevelt elk herds vary on a daily basis with an average being to see a herd of 

20 animals per day. 

 

Pricing 

Blacktail deer price $2,895 

Columbia whitetail deer $5,995 

Roosevelt elk $5,495 

http://www.fisheroutfitters.com/Fisher_Outfitters_Oregon_Big_Game_Safaris.php
http://www.fisheroutfitters.com/Fisher_Outfitters_Oregon_Big_Game_Safaris.php


 

 

  

 
 

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list!  

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

